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Abstract The paper considers model-based inference for finite population 
parameters under informative sampling, when the draws of the different units 
are not independent and the joint selection probability is modeled using a 
copula. We extend the “sample likelihood” approach to the case of dependent 
draws and provide the expression of the likelihood given the selected sample, 
called here “selection likelihood”. We show how to derive maximum likelihood 
estimators of the model parameters based on the resulting selection likeli-
hood. Further, we find optimal predictors of individual values and of finite 
population parameters under the proposed informative selection models. In 
an experiment based on the 1988 U.S. National Maternal and Infant Health 
Survey, results indicate that, for small sample size, the proposed selection 
likelihood method reduces systematically the bias and standard errors of the 
estimators obtained from the sample likelihood based on independent draws 
and become the same for large sample size. It reduces considerably the bias due 
to informativeness and gives more efficient estimators than the pseudo likeli-
hood (or quasi-likelihood) approach based on weighting the sample estimating 
equations by the survey weights.
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1 Introduction

Model-based inference in survey sampling is based on assuming certain super-
population models, perceived to generate values of the outcome variable in the
units of the finite population. In this type of inference, the sampling design is
typically ignored because the sample selection probabilities are considered not
to depend on the values of the outcome variable. However, very often they may
depend on one or more variables related to the outcome of interest. Well-known
examples are probability proportional to size sampling or balanced sampling.
Often however, the sample selection probabilities are very directly related with
the outcomes of interest. A typical example is case-control sampling where one
attaches a higher selection probability to cases (e.g. persons affected with a
rare disease) than controls (persons without the disease). In such instances,
sampling becomes informative, and outcome-dependent selection mechanism
needs to be brought into the inference process.

The present paper deals with model-based inference under outcome-depen-
dent sampling, popularly known as ‘informative sampling’. The need for in-
formative sampling has been recognized for quite some time, and has been ad-
dressed in the articles of [17], and later in a series of articles by Pfeffermann and
his colleagues ([11], [12], [13]) among others. Testing for informative sampling
was studied in [2] and [6]. Small area estimation under informative sampling
was considered in [14] and [18]. One of the important findings of these papers
is that, once one accepts informative sampling, the sampling distribution of
the outcome variables differs from their population distribution.

[15] gave an excellent review of model-based approaches that account for
informative selection in the data. One approach is to condition on all the design
information, but all the required design variables are typically available to the
sampler only at the design stage, but may not be available to the analyst
at the inference stage. Moreover, the interest on the conditional distribution
given all the design variables may have limited analytic interest. Even if survey
weights can be used as proxies of all the design information, they might not
be adequate summaries of all design information.

Another approach is including the survey weights in the likelihood-based
approaches similar to what is done in design-based inference. More specifi-
cally, the population equations used to estimate the population model param-
eters are replaced (or estimated) by survey-weighted sample equations. This
is known as pseudo-maximum likelihood, see e.g. [1].

The approach of Pfeffermann and his colleagues, known as “sample likeli-
hood”, is based on regressing the individual survey weights (most often simply
the reciprocals of sample inclusion probabilities) on the corresponding outcome
variables yk. Then, the sample likelihood is calculated as the product of the
conditional densities of the sample outcomes given that the corresponding pop-
ulation units are selected in the sample. This is quite satisfactory when the
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population outcomes are the result of a process based on independent variables
and the sampling design satisfies certain assumptions (see [11], Theorem 1),
leading to (at least asymptotically) independent sample outcomes.

Here we extend the sample likelihood approach by considering general sam-
pling schemes of fixed sample size. To this end, we consider informative se-
lection under a multivariate setup. We build a model for the joint selection
probabilities via copulas. For sampling designs that can be modeled (at least
approximately) with the considered copula, we find the joint distribution of
the sample outcomes given the sample units, called here the selection like-
lihood; we then propose adjusted maximum likelihood estimators based on
the selection likelihood. We also define optimal predictors of finite population
quantities under this dependent informative selection setup.

2 Multidimensional extension of sample likelihood approach

Under informative or outcome-dependent selection of the sample, model-based
inference based on the sample observations should be appropriately adjusted.
This section provides a definition of informative sampling in a multivariate
form, which is applicable to general sampling designs including those with
fixed sample size. Following this definition, we obtain the likelihood of the
observations given the selected units (named here selection likelihood). This
selection likelihood is used to derive maximum likelihood (ML) estimators of
the model parameters that are adequately adjusted for dependent informative
selection. We also define the best predictor of a finite population parameter
and illustrate in examples the adjustments that should be done in the ML
fitting and in the prediction of linear finite population parameters to account
for dependent informative selection.

Let U = {1, . . . , N} be a finite population. Let Yk be the value of the study
variable (also called outcome) for the k-th unit of the population. We denote
by Y = (Y1, . . . , YN )′ the vector of population variables of interest. In model-
based finite population inference, we consider Y as a random vector with joint
p.d.f. f(y), which possibly depends on unknown parameters. Inference about
the model parameters and/or finite population characteristics h(Y) is based
on a random sample of units from the population U . We will restrict ourselves
to sampling without replacement for simplicity. A random sample is an N
dimensional random vector I = (I1, . . . , IN )′, where the realized values Ik = ik
of the components are in {0, 1}, for all k ∈ U . A sampling design is a probability
distribution over the vector I such that P (Ik = 1) > 0 for all k ∈ U . Then,
drawing a sample leads to a realized value I = i of the random vector I, where
i = (i1, . . . , iN )′ ∈ {0, 1}N . For a given sample i = (i1, . . . , iN ), we denote by
s = {k ∈ U ; ik = 1} the set of sampled units of size ns from the population.
We define here non-informative sampling similarly as in Pfeffermann et al.
(1998), but extended to the multidimensional setup. Thus, here the sampling
design is said to be non-informative for inference on f(y) when

P (I = i|y) = P (I = i), ∀y ∈ IRN ,∀i ∈ {0, 1}N ;
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that is, when the sample I and the population vector Y are independent.
Otherwise, the sampling design is called informative. Equivalently, by Bayes
Theorem,

f(y|I = i) = f(y)
P (I = i|y)

EY[P (I = i|y)]
, y ∈ IRN , i ∈ {0, 1}N .

Thus, the sampling is non-informative for inference on f(y) when

f(y|I = i) = f(y), ∀y ∈ IRN ,∀i ∈ {0, 1}N .

Inference under informative sampling entails specifying either P (I = i|y) and
f(y) or directly the conditional f(y|I = i).

As mentioned in Pfeffermann et al. (1998), “when the population values of
all the design variables used for the sample selection or adequate approxima-
tions of them are known, an alternative method of coping with the informa-
tiveness of the sampling scheme is by conditioning on these values”. Let Z be
an N × q matrix with the values of q design variables Z(1), . . . , Z(q) for each
population unit k ∈ U . Design variables typically include quantitative size
variables, as well as stratum and/or cluster indicators. Then, the sampling
mechanism is said to be ignorable for inference on f(y|z), where z is a realized
value of Z, when

P (I = i|y, z) = P (I = i, z), ∀y ∈ IRN ,∀i ∈ {0, 1}N ,∀z ∈ IRN×q. (1)

Weaker conditions for ignorability of the sampling design are given e.g. in [16],
[9] or [17]. If the only design variable was the outcome y, then (1) reduces to
our definition of non-informative sampling. As in [11], we consider situations
where the auxiliary information that is available at the estimation stage (see
Sect. 5) does not ensure that the design is ignorable, including the case where
the draws of the units may depend directly on the values of the outcome
variable.

In practice, once the sample is drawn, only the sample data are available.
In most of this paper, we will consider sampling designs with fixed sample
size n = ns, for all s. Given a realized sample I = i with set of sample units
s, we rearrange the population vector as Y = (Y′s,Y

′
s̄)
′, where Ys contains

the study variables for the sampled units and Ys̄ for the out-of-sample units.
Hence, inference must be based on the distribution of the available data given
the selected units, i.e. f(ys|I = i), called hereafter selection likelihood. The
sample likelihood of [11] is the product of the marginals of f(ys|I = i) for the
sample units k ∈ s. It equals the selection likelihood under certain conditions
specified below. Under non-informative sampling, f(ys|I = i) = f(ys), and
then parametric inference based on the usual likelihood f(ys) is valid.

In customary sampling designs, I depends on design variables Z(1), . . . , Z(q),
which are typically related to Y. Similarly as in [11], here we regard design
variables as random. As a consequence, the inclusion probabilities πk = P (Ik =
1|y, z) are realizations of random variables Πk, k ∈ U . In this section we derive
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the selection likelihood under this setup and establish the assumptions under
which the sample likelihood of [11] is obtained.

Let Π = (Π1, . . . ,ΠN )′ be the random vector of inclusion probabilities,
whose realization is π = (π1, . . . , πN )′. Note that we can express the selection
likelihood as

f(ys|I = i) =

∫ ∫
f(y,π|I = i)dπdys̄

=

∫ ∫
P (I = i|y,π)f(π|y)f(ys|ys̄)f(ys̄)dπdys̄∫ ∫

P (I = i|y,π)f(π|y)f(y)dπdy
.

Hence, the selection likelihood is given by

f(ys|I = i) =
EYs̄

{
f(ys|Ys̄)EΠ|Y [P (I = i|Y,Π)]

}
EYEΠ|Y [P (I = i|Y,Π)]

. (2)

This general expression can be simplified under specific assumptions as shown
below.

Assumption A. Independent population outcomes: {Yk; k ∈ U} are indepen-
dent.

Under Assumption A, f(ys|ys̄) = f(ys) for all ys,ys̄, s, and the selection
likelihood reduces to

f(ys|I = i) = f(ys)g(i,ys), (3)

where g(i,ys) is an adjustment factor due to informativeness, given by

g(i,ys) =
EYs̄

{
EΠ|Y [P (I = i|Y,Π)]

}
EY

{
EΠ|Y [P (I = i|Y,Π)]

} . (4)

In this case, the sampling is non-informative if and only if g(i,ys) = 1, ∀i ∈
{0, 1}N ,∀ys ∈ IRN .

Next we derive the sample likelihood of [11] as a special case of the selec-
tion likelihood (3). To this end, we need the following additional assumptions:

Assumption B. Independent sampling: The sampling is independent Poisson

sampling, that is, Ik|y,π
ind∼ Bern(πk), k = 1, . . . , N .

Assumption C. Independent inclusion probabilities: {Πk|y, k ∈ U} are inde-
pendent.
Assumption D. Self-informative sampling: Ik|π and Πk are independent of Y`,
` 6= k, ∀k ∈ U .

Under Assumption B, the joint selection probability is given by

P (I = i|y,π) =
∏
k∈s

πk
∏
k∈s̄

(1− πk). (5)
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Taking expectation of the joint selection probability (5), first with respect to
Π|y and after with respect to Y and using Assumptions C, D and A, the
adjustment factor (4) reduces to the product

g(i,ys) =
∏
k∈s

E(Πk|yk)

EYk
[E(Πk|Yk)]

.

Hence, the selection likelihood (3) reduces to the sample likelihood of [11],

f(ys|I = i) =
∏
k∈s

fs(yk), (6)

where fs(yk) is the density of Yk adjusted for informative selection (the sample
density), given by

fs(yk) = f(yk)
E(Πk|yk)

EYk
[E(Πk|Yk)]

. (7)

The sample likelihood (6)–(7) approximates the selection likelihood under
weakly dependent sampling designs, provided that the assumptions of The-
orem 1 in [11] hold.

Apart from the parameters of the population model, we may also wish to
predict the realized value of a finite population parameter δ = h(Y), where
h is a real measurable function. For a sample-based predictor δ̃ = δ̃(ys, i),
the mean squared error (MSE) is defined as MSE(Y,I)(δ̃) = E(Y,I)(δ̃ − δ)2.

We define the best selection predictor of the realized δ as the predictor δ̃
with minimum MSE with respect to the joint distribution of (Y, I), that is,
δ̃B = argminδ̃MSE(Y,I)(δ̃), which turns out to be

δ̃B = EYs̄
(δ|ys, I = i), (8)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of Ys̄|ys, I = i.
Consider now the special case of a linear population parameter δ = a′Ys+

b′Ys̄, where a and b are known vectors of constants of sizes n and N − n
respectively. By (8), the best selection predictor of a realization of δ is given
by δ̃B = a′ys + b′ỹBs̄ , where ỹBs̄ = EYs̄

(Ys̄|ys, I = i) is the best selection
predictor of Ys̄. The distribution of Ys̄ given the sample is

f(ys̄|ys, I = i) = f(ys̄|ys)
EΠ|y[P (I = i|y,Π)]

EYs̄|Ys
EΠ|Y[P (I = i|Y,Π)]

. (9)

This indicates that the distribution of the out-of-sample vector Ys̄ must be also
adjusted to account for the sample selection mechanism. Under Assumption
A, (9) becomes

f(ys̄|ys, I = i) = f(ys̄)
EΠ|y[P (I = i|y,Π)]

EYs̄
EΠ|Y[P (I = i|Y,Π)]

. (10)
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Under Assumptions A–D, (10) reduces to

f(ys̄|I = i) =
∏
k∈s̄

[
f(yk)

{1− E(Πk|yk)}
EYk
{1− E(Πk|Yk)}

]
,

which is known in [11] as complement sample distribution. Additionally, if the
population variables Yk have constant mean E(Yk) = µ, ∀k ∈ U , the usual
best predictor of δ under non-informative sampling is δ̃B = a′ys + µb′1N−n,
since E(Yk|ys) = E(Yk) = µ, for all k ∈ s̄. In contrast, the best selection
predictor of Yk, k ∈ s̄ under Assumptions A–D is given by

ỹBk = E(Yk|ys, I = i) =
EYk

[Yk {1− E(Πk|Yk)}]
EYk
{1− E(Πk|Yk)}

,

which equals µ if Πk does not depend on Yk. We now provide expressions for
ỹBk in two examples.

Example 1 (Case-control sampling) In a two category case-control study, the
observed outcome is the presence or absence of a disease, referred respectively
as a ‘case’ and a ‘control’. Let p denote the probability of disease. The popu-
lation model is then

Yk
iid∼ Bern(p), k = 1, . . . , N. (11)

Let the sample be drawn by Poisson sampling with probability πA = P (Ik =
1|Yk = 1) for the cases and πB = P (Ik = 1|Yk = 0) 6= πA for the controls.
Inclusion probabilities are then

πk = πk(yk) = P (Ik = 1|Yk = yk) = πykA π
1−yk
B , πA, πB ∈ (0, 1), k = 1, . . . , N.

(12)
Here the only design variable is the outcome Yk. In this case, given a realized
value yk of Yk, the inclusion probabilities πk(yk) are fixed and hence equal to
their expected value with respect to Π|y.

The usual (unadjusted) ML estimator of the probability of disease p is
given by the sample mean p̂ = ȳs = n−1

s

∑
k∈s yk. The ML estimator adjusted

for informative sampling is obtained by maximizing the selection likelihood,
which is equal to the sample likelihood Ls(p; ys) =

∏
k∈s fs(yk). Note that for

` > 0, it holds

π`k(yk)f(yk) = {pπ`A + (1− p)π`B}f1(yk), (13)

where f1(yk) is the pdf of a Bern(pπ`A/{pπ`A + (1 − p)π`B}) random variable.
Moreover,

EYk
{π`k(Yk)} = pπ`A + (1− p)π`B . (14)

Applying (13) and (14) for ` = 1 in (7), we obtain that the adjusted den-
sity for informative selection (the sample density) fs(yk) is the density of a
Bern(pπA/{pπA + (1 − p)πB}). Thus, the selection mechanism modifies the
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probability of success for the selected individuals depending on πA and πB .
The adjusted ML estimator of p is then

p̂∗ =
ȳsπB

(1− ȳs)πA + ȳsπB
.

Moreover, the best selection predictor of an out-of-sample value Yk, k ∈ s̄, is
given by

ỹBk =
(1− πA)p

(1− πA)p+ (1− πB)(1− p)
,

which is different from p = E(Yk), the predicted value of Yk under non-
informative sampling.

Example 2 (Gamma population) Consider now a Gamma population with
shape parameter α > 0 and inverse scale parameter β > 0, i.e.

Yk
iid∼ G(α, β), k = 1, . . . , N. (15)

Once again, we consider Poisson sampling, with lower inclusion probabilities
for larger outcomes,

πk = πk(yk) = P (Ik = 1|yk) = b−1e−ayk , k = 1, . . . , N,

for b > 1 and a ≥ 0. For a = 0 we get non-informative sampling. Again, here
the inclusion probabilities are equal to their expected value with respect to
Π|y. Note that

π`k(yk)f(yk) = b−`
(

β

ka+ β

)α
fG(α,ka+β)(yk), ` > 0. (16)

Consequently, we get

EYk
{π`k(Yk)} = b−`

(
β

ka+ β

)α
. (17)

Replacing (16) and (17), for ` = 1 in the sample density given in (7), we obtain
the density of a random variable Y ∗k ∼ G(α, a+ β).

If α is known, the ML estimator of β that ignores the sample selection
mechanism is β̂ = α/ȳs. However, based on the selection (or sample) like-
lihood Ls(β; ys) =

∏
k∈s fs(yk), the adjusted ML estimate of β becomes

β̂∗ = max(0, α/ȳs − a).
Finally, for an out-of-sample observation, the best selection predictor is

ỹBk =
α

β

[
1− b−1

(
β

β + a

)α]−1
[

1− b−1

(
β

β + a

)α+1
]
,

which is an adjustment of the best predictorE(Yk) = α/β under non-informative
sampling.

Additional examples can be found in the Supplementary material.
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3 Sampling distribution through copulas

In this section, all probability distributions are conditional on a realized value
of the population vectors y and π, but we omit this in the notation for simplic-
ity. This section expresses the joint probability of the sample P (I = i), given
y and π, in terms of a copula that captures the dependency structure among
sample units, while matching the marginal distributions of the inclusion indica-
tors Ik with the first-order inclusion probabilities πk, that is, πk = P (Ik = 1),
k = 1, . . . , N .

Similar to [8], we define the following uniform random variables Tk ∼
Uniform(0, 1), k = 1, . . . , N . We can express each inclusion indicator Ik,
k = 1, . . . , N , as

Ik =

{
1, if Tk ≤ πk;
0, otherwise.

Observe that P (Ik = 1) = P (Tk ≤ πk) = πk, k = 1, . . . , N . Consider now
the 2N possible samples i ∈ {0, 1}N and sort them in the increasing order
with respect to the ordering i = (i1, . . . , iN )′ ≤ j = (j1, . . . , jN )′ if and only if

ik ≤ jk, for all k. We then index the sorted samples as i(m) = (i
(m)
1 , . . . , i

(m)
N )′,

m = 1, . . . , 2N . For a given sample i(m) = (i
(m)
1 , . . . , i

(m)
N )′ with corresponding

set of sample units s(m) = {k ∈ U ; i
(m)
k = 1}, we calculate the probability

hm = P (I1 ≥ i
(m)
1 , . . . , IN ≥ i

(m)
N ). Since Ik ≥ 0, only the i

(m)
k elements with

i
(m)
k = 1 matter and the probability reduces to

hm = P ({Ik = 1; k ∈ s(m)}) = P ({Tk ≤ πk; k ∈ s(m)}). (18)

A copula H(t1, . . . , tn) of dimension n ∈ IN is a joint cumulative distribution
function of a vector of uniform random variables (T1, . . . , Tn)′. Copulas have
been extensively studied in the literature, see e.g. [3], [4] and [10]. Note that
the right-hand side of (18) is a copula of dimension equal to the size of s(m),
evaluated at tk = πk; k ∈ s(m), that is, hm = H({πk; k ∈ s(m)}). We wish to
obtain an expression for pm = P (I = i(m)) in terms of the copula. Define the
vectors h = (h1, . . . , h2N )′ and p = (p1, . . . , p2N )′. Then, it also holds that

hm =
∑
t≥m

P (I = i(t)), m = 1, . . . , 2N ,

where, due to the ordering of the samples, the sum is over samples i =

(i1, . . . , iN )′ with ik ≥ i
(m)
k , for all k. This is a system of equations Ap = h

where A is upper triangular, that is, with non null elements amt only for m ≥ t.
Then A has an inverse, which is also upper triangular, and A−1 = (bmt) with

bmt =

{
(−1)rmt , if t ≥ m;

0, otherwise,

where rmt is the number of entries where the samples i(m) and i(t) differ. Then
p = A−1h and, elementwise, we have

P (I = i(m)) = pm =
∑
t≥m

bmtht =
∑
t≥m

(−1)rmtH({πk; k ∈ s(t)}), (19)
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where the sum is over samples j ≥ i(m). For a generic sample i with sample set
s, there is an m ∈ {1, . . . , 2N} such that i = i(m). But for a sampling design
with fixed sample size n = ns, the only sample j ≥ i with the same sample
size is exactly i. In that case, (19) yields

P (I = i) = H({πk; k ∈ s}),

which depends on the sample inclusion probabilities πk but not on the out-of-
sample ones.

4 Informative selection inference via copulas

Poisson sampling has limited application because the uncertainty regarding the
sample size makes it difficult to plan the sampling design in advance, which
is often undesirable in practice. For this reason, fixed sample size procedures,
such as conditional Poisson (or rejective) sampling, are much more popular.
Here we will consider fixed sample size designs that can be modeled through a
certain family of copulas. We will express the adjustment factor of the selection
likelihood in terms of the copula and will show how to make inference on the
model parameters based on the selection likelihood. We will also derive best
selection predictors of finite population parameters under sampling designs
modeled by the considered copula.

In this section we consider sampling designs with fixed sample size n, where
the selection likelihood can be expressed in terms of the copula defining the
sampling design as follows. From the results of Sect. 3, the probability of a
sample given y and π reduces to P (I = i|y,π) = H({πk; k ∈ s}). The
dependency of P (I = i|y,π) on the population vector y is through the first-
order inclusion probabilities πk but, more generally, it might be also through
higher-order inclusion probabilities, which are represented here by the copula
H(·). Then, the sample model is obtained by integrating out the population
model f(y|I = i) with respect to ys̄, which leads in this case to

f(ys|I = i) =
EYs̄

{
f(ys|Ys̄)EΠ|Y [H({Πk; k ∈ s}]

}
P (I = i)

, (20)

where the probability of the sample in the denominator is

P (I = i) = EY

{
EΠ|Y [H({Πk; k ∈ s})]

}
. (21)

By (20) and (21), under Assumption A, the selection likelihood is

f(ys|I = i) = f(ys)
v(ys)

EYs [v(Ys)]
, (22)

where v(ys) = EYs̄

{
EΠ|Y [H({Πk; k ∈ s})]

}
. According to (22), the sam-

pling is non-informative when the copula does not depend on Ys. Under as-
sumption D and considering that the copula depends on y only through the
first-order inclusion probabilities, we finally obtain

v(ys) = EΠs|ys
[H({Πk; k ∈ s})] . (23)
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In the following, we consider sampling designs in which the dependency
on Ys is solely through the first-order inclusion probabilities. We illustrate
the proposed selection likelihood approach with a copula belonging to the
Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM) family with a single parameter (see e.g.
[10], Example 3.12, p. 68),

H({tk; k ∈ s}) =
∏
k∈s

tk + θ
∏
k∈s

tk(1− tk), |θ| ≤ 1. (24)

This representation can be viewed also as a generalization of equation (5.27)
in [5], who provided a formula for the joint inclusion probability of two distinct
units under rejective sampling. Under Assumptions A, C and D, the numerator
of the selection likelihood (22) is given by

N =
∏
k∈s

f(yk)E(Πk|yk) + θ
∏
k∈s

f(yk)E[Πk(1−Πk)|yk], (25)

and the denominator reduces to

D =
∏
k∈s

EYk
[E(Πk|Yk)] + θ

∏
k∈s

{
EYk

[E(Πk|Yk)]− EYk
[E(Π2

k |Yk)]
}
.

We now express the best selection predictor, ỹBs̄ = EYs̄
(Ys̄|ys, I = i), in

terms of the copula. Recall that the distribution of Ys̄|ys, I = i is given by (9)
in the general case, and under Assumption A (Yi independent) it reduces to
(10). If additionally the sampling has fixed sample size, then P (I = i|y,π) =
H({πk; k ∈ s}) and we get

f(ys̄|ys, I = i) = f(ys̄)
EΠ|y[H({Πk; k ∈ s})

EYs̄EΠ|Y[H({Πk; k ∈ s})]
.

As a result, the best selection predictor of Yk, k ∈ s̄ is given by

Ỹ Bk =
EYs̄ [Yk EΠ|Y[H({Πk; k ∈ s})]]
EYs̄

EΠ|Y[H({Πk; k ∈ s})]
. (26)

Example 3 We revisit Example 1 where Yk
iid∼ Bern(p) and πk(yk) = πykA π

1−yk
B ,

k = 1, . . . , N , but now we consider a fixed sample size design with joint inclu-
sion probability given by (24). Applying (13) and (14) for ` = 1 and ` = 2, we
obtain the selection likelihood,

Ls(p; ys) =
1

1 + θcn1

∏
k∈s

f1(yk) +
θcn1

1 + θcn1

∏
k∈s

f2(yk), (27)

where f1(yk) is the pdf of a Bern(pπA/{pπA + (1 − p)πB}) random variable,
f2(yk) is the pdf of a Bern(pπA(1− πA)/{pπA(1− πA) + (1− p)πB(1− πB)})
random variable and c1 = {pπA(1−πA)+(1−p)πB(1−πB)}/{pπA+(1−p)πB}.
Thus, if θ ∈ (0, 1), the selection likelihood is a mixture of two likelihoods since
c1 ≥ 0. The model parameters p and θ can be estimated by ML, using the
expectation-maximization (EM) method (see the Supplementary material).
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Example 4 We revisit now Example 2, where Yk
iid∼ G(α, β) and πk = πk(yk) =

b−1e−ayk , k = 1, . . . , N , for b > 1 and a ≥ 0. Again, instead of Poisson
sampling, we consider a sample selection mechanism modeled by the family of
copulas (24). Using (16) and (17) for ` = 1 and ` = 2, we obtain the selection
likelihood

Ls(α, β; ys) =
1

1 + θ(1− c2)n

∏
k∈s

fG(α,a+β)(yk) +
θ(1− c2)n

1 + θ(1− c2)n

∏
k∈s

f2(yk),

for c2 = b−1{(β + a)/(β + 2a)}α and

f2(yk) = (1− c2)−1
{
fG(α,β+a)(yk)− c2fG(α,β+2a)(yk)

}
.

which is non-negative and it integrates to one, provided θ ∈ (0, 1). Again, the
selection likelihood is a mixture of two likelihoods obtained respectively from
fG(α,a+β)(yk) and f2(yk).

Often the design does not depend directly on the outcome y, but rather
on design variables that depend on y. Also, as already said, the values of the
design variables z are not usually available at the estimation stage (or at least
not all of them). However, we observe the y-values and possibly some auxiliary
variables x. Thus, in order to approximate the functional relationship between
πk and the design variables, we assume a regression model for πk in terms of
yk and the available auxiliary variables xk (which might include some design
variable). We consider regression models of the form πk = h(yk,xk, uk), for
a given function h(·, ·, ·) possibly depending on unknown parameters, with
uk independent of yk. These models can be fitted using the observed sample
data on yk, xk and πk. In the examples below we consider that no auxiliary
information is available and Sect. 5 includes the case of auxiliary variables.

Example 5 We revisit Example 3, where Yk
iid∼ Bern(p), but in this case we

consider inclusion probabilities following the model

πk = ukπ
yk
A π

1−yk
B , uk

iid∼ Beta(αu, βu), k = 1, . . . , N,

where the uk’s are independent of the yk’s and joint inclusion probabilities
given by (24). Denoting µu = E(uk) = αu/(αu + βu) and mu = E(u2

k) =
αu(αu + 1)/{(αu + βu)(αu + βu + 1)}, we obtain the following expression for
v(ys) in (23),

v(ys) = µnu ×

×

{∏
k∈s

πykA π
1−yk
B + θ

∏
k∈s

{πA(1−m−1
u µu πA)}yk{πB(1−m−1

u µu πB)1−yk}

}
.

Note that since uk ∈ (0, 1), it holds mu = E(u2
k) ≤ E(uk) = µu. Integrating

with respect to Ys, we obtain the denominator

D = EYs
{v(Ys)} = µnu{pπA + (1− p)πB}n(1 + θdn1 ),
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where d1 = {pπA(1−m−1
u µu πA)+(1−p)πB(1−m−1

u µu πB)}/{pπA+(1−p)πB}.
The resulting selection likelihood as obtained from (22) is then

f(ys|I = i) =
1

1 + θdn1

∏
k∈s

f1(yk) +
θdn1

1 + θdn1

∏
k∈s

f2(yk), (28)

where f1(yk) is the pdf of a Bern(pπA/{pπA + (1 − p)πB}) and f2(yk) is
the pdf of a Bern(pπA(1−m−1

u µu πA)/{pπA(1−m−1
u µu πA) + (1− p)πB(1−

m−1
u µu πB)}). We have a mixture of two likelihoods provided θ ∈ (0, 1).

Example 6 We revisit now Example 4, where Yk
iid∼ G(α, β), but with πk =

πk(yk) = b−1e−ayk−uk , where uk
iid∼ G(αu, βu) k = 1, . . . , N , for b > 1 and

a ≥ 0 and joint inclusion probabilities given by (24). After similar algebra as
in Example 5 and using repeatedly the moment generating function of uk, we
obtain

Ls(α, β; ys) =
1

1 + θ(1− d2)n

∏
k∈s

fG(α,β+a)(yk) +
θ(1− d2)n

1 + θ(1− d2)n

∏
k∈s

f2(yk),

for d2 = b−1{(βu + 1)/(βu + 2)}αu{(β + a)/(β + 2a)}α and

f2(yk) = (1− d2)−1
{
fG(α,β+a)(yk)− d2fG(α,β+2a)(yk)

}
.

The selection likelihood is again a mixture of two likelihoods, one generated
from fG(α,β+a)(yk) and the other from f2(yk), k ∈ s, provided θ ∈ (0, 1).

5 Auxiliary variables

Consider now p auxiliary (or concomitant) variables X(1), . . . , X(p), related
with the outcome y, which might include some design variable. Let xk be the
vector of values of these p variables for k-th population unit, k = 1, . . . , N and
let X = (x1, . . . ,xN )′ be the matrix with the values for the N population units.
In this case, we might be interested in making inference for f(y|X). Similarly
as in Sect. 2, we say that the sampling is non-informative for inference on
f(y|X) if f(y|I = i,X) = f(y|X), ∀y ∈ IRN , ∀i ∈ {0, 1}N or, equivalently,
if P (I = i|y,X) = P (I = i|X), ∀y ∈ IRN , ∀i ∈ {0, 1}N . As in Sect. 2, the
selection likelihood given X reads

f(ys|I = i,X) =
EYs̄|X

{
f(ys|ys̄,X)EΠ|Y,X [P (I = i|Y,Π,X)]

}
EY|X

{
EΠ|Y,X [P (I = i|Y,Π,X)]

} . (29)

If {Yk|X; k ∈ U} are independent (extended version of Assumption A), then
we have f(ys|ys̄,X) = f(ys|X), for all ys, ys̄ and all s, and the selection
likelihood given X reduces to

f(ys|I = i,X) = f(ys|X)
EYs̄|X

{
EΠ|Y,X [P (I = i|y,π,X)]

}
EY|X

{
EΠ|Y,X [P (I = i|y,π,X)]

} , (30)
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which requires specification of f(y|X) and P (I = i|y,π,X). Again, for fixed
sample size designs, the probability of a sample given y, π and X can be
expressed in terms of a copula, that is, P (I = i|y,π,X) = H({πk; k ∈ s}).
Assuming again that the copula depends on y and X only through the first-
order inclusion probabilities and that Πk|X is independent of Y`|x`, ` 6= k, the
selection likelihood becomes

f(ys|I = i,X) = f(ys|X)
v(ys,X)

EYs|X[v(Ys,X)]
, (31)

where v(ys,X) = EΠs|ys,X [P (I = i|y,Π,X)]. Frequently, the distribution of
Yk depends only on the corresponding vector xk; in such case, f(ys|X) =
f(ys|Xs), where Xs is the n× p matrix with the values for the sample units.
Also, often the sampling design I|y,π does not depend on X. In that case,
P (I = i|y,π,X) = P (I = i|y,π) and, as a result, only the sample values of the
auxiliary variables are needed to obtain the selection likelihood given X. The
remaining results of this paper may be extended similarly just by conditioning
on X.

6 Simulation experiment based on real data

We consider data collected as part of the 1988 U.S. National Maternal and
Infant Health Survey (NMIHS) and used previously by [12] and [7]. The sam-
ple was drawn from the set of vital records corresponding to live births, late
fetal deaths and infant deaths in the United States. Similarly as the previous
authors, we consider only the sample of live births, representing approximately
1/354 of the population of 3, 898, 922 vital records. The sampling was stratified
with strata defined by mother’s race (black/non-black) and child’s birthweight
(very low = below 1500 g., low = 1500-2499 g., normal = over 2500 g.). Since
the rates of low birthweight and infant mortality were double for blacks, the
strata corresponding to low, very low birthweight and black infants were over-
sampled in the NMIHS.

After discarding the missing values, the sample size was 9448 but, for sim-
plicity of illustration, we consider the subsample of N = 4250 white mothers.
We perform several experiments with varying population and sample size. In
the first experiment, similarly as in Pfeffermann and Sverchkov (PS), we con-
sider the sample data as “population” and, from it, draw M = 1000 samples
with strata defined by the groups of very low, low and normal birthweight. We
draw the samples using simple random sampling without replacement (SR-
SWOR) with sampling fractions c1 = 1/8, c2 = 1/20 and c3 = 1/100 within
the three strata, yielding samples of size n = 139.

The aim is to fit a linear regression model of birthweight (y, in grams) in
terms of the first, second and third powers of gestagional age (x, in weeks).
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Here the inclusion probabilities are

πk = πk(yk, xk) =

 c1, yk < 1500;
c2, 1500 ≤ yk < 2499;
c3, yk ≥ 2500

and the population model f(y|X) is given by

Yk = β1 + β2xk + β3x
2
k + β4x

3
k + εk, k = 1, . . . , 9448,

where εk
iid∼ N(0, σ2

ε ). The population parameters are found by an ordinary
least squares (OLS) fitting to the overall data set of size N = 4250, yielding
β1 = 20808.34, β2 = −2119.861, β3 = 70.037, β4 = −0.698 and σ2

ε = 596.3762.
For simplicity, we consider that the value of σ2

ε is known and estimate only the
regression coefficients (in their simulations, PS fixed it to the OLS estimate).

Note that, again, here πk|yk, xk is fixed since the only design variable is
yk. Actually, πk does not depend on xk. Hence, in the notation of PS, we have
Ep(πk|yk, xk) = πk, ∀k. Similarly, the expected inclusion probabilities with
respect to Yk|xk are given by

Ep(πk|xk) = c1Φ

(
1500− x′kβ

σε

)
+ c2

[
Φ

(
2500− x′kβ

σε

)
− Φ

(
1500− x′kβ

σε

)]
+c3

[
1− Φ

(
2500− x′kβ

σε

)]
=: dk(β),

where here xk = (1, xk, x
2
k, x

3
k)′ and β = (β1, β2, β3, β4)′. The sample likelihood

is then given by fs(ys|X) =
∏
k∈s fs(yk|xk), where

fs(yk|xk) = πkf(yk|xk)/Ep(πk|xk), k ∈ s,

with corresponding log-likelihood log fs(yk|xk) = c +
∑
k∈s log f(yk|xk) −∑

k∈s log(dk(β)), where c does not depend on β. Using standard software to
maximize this log-likelihood encountered numerical problems, both when max-
imizing with respect to the four regression coefficients, and also after fixing two
of the regression coefficients and maximizing with respect to the other two in
sequence, obtaining always estimates that were very close to the given starting
values. Using instead a fixed-point updating equation for β, we encountered
no problems. The corresponding updating equation for the ML estimator of β
based on the sample likelihood is

β(`+1) = (X′sXs)
−1

[
X′sys − σ2

ε

∑
k∈s

1

dk(β(`))

∂dk(β)

∂β

∣∣∣∣
β(`)

]
, (32)

provided that X′sXs is non-singular. This equation is an adjustment of the
usual OLS equation for β based on dk(β). The adjusted ML estimator of β

according to PS, denoted β̂PS , is the value β(`+1) obtained after convergence
(which was reached in few iterations).
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Let us now find out the updating equation for the ML estimator of β based
on the copula-based selection likelihood. Using the copula given in (24), for
given θ, the numerator in (31) is N ∝

∏
k∈s f(yk|xk) and the denominator is

given by

D = EYs|X[H({πk(Yk, xk); k ∈ s})] =
∏
k∈s

dk(β)

[
1 + θ

∏
k∈s

(
1− fk(β)

dk(β)

)]
,

(33)
for

fk(β) = EYk
[π2
k|X]

= c21Φ

(
1500− x′kβ

σε

)
+ c22

[
Φ

(
2500− x′kβ

σε

)
− Φ

(
1500− x′kβ

σε

)]
+c23

[
1− Φ

(
2500− x′kβ

σε

)]
.

Defining A(β) =
∏
k∈s(1 − fk(β)/dk(β)), differentiating with respect to β

the selection likelihood f(ys|X) = c+
∑
k∈s log f(yk|xk)−

∑
k∈s log(dk(β))−

log(1+θA(β)) and equating to zero, we obtain the fixed-point updating equa-
tion

β(`+1) = (X′sXs)
−1 ×

×

{
X′sys − σ2

ε

[∑
k∈s

1

dk(β(`))

∂dk(β)

∂β

∣∣∣∣
β(`)

+
θ

1 + θA(β)

∂A(β)

∂β

∣∣∣∣
β(`)

]}
,(34)

where the derivative ∂A(β)/∂β|β(`) can be approximated numerically. Note
that (34) is a further adjustment of (32) owing to dependent selections. For
large sample size n and small sampling fractions c1, c2 and c3, both A(β) and
its gradient become very close to zero, making this adjustment vanish, inde-
pendently of θ. Our simulation results (see Supplementary material) confirm
that, in this experiment with large sample size and small sampling fractions,
MG estimators based on the FGM copula obtain basically the same MC av-
erages and std. deviations as PS.

New experiments were performed by decreasing the sample size and in-
creasing the strata sampling fractions c1, c2 and c3, which means decreasing
the population size as well. In this case, we took a sample of size N = 200
from the data (by SRSWOR), and we regarded this sample as the actual
population. We then drew M = 1000 samples of size n = 10 using sampling
fractions c1 = 1/5, c2 = 1/10 and c3 = 1/50 within the strata of very low,
low and normal birthweight respectively. We have taken θ = −1 to reflect the
strongest possible dependence within the FGM family of copulas. In this case,
we fit just a linear regression model of birthweight in terms of gestagional age,
because there were strong collinearity problems when fitting the cubic polyno-
mial. In this case, apart from the regression model itself, we are also interested
in predicting the population mean of birthweight based on the regression; i.e.,
using a regression estimator. Here we consider also the weighted least squares
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Table 1 MC averages of OLS, WLS, PS and MG estimates of regression coefficients and
of the population mean (std. dev. in parenthesis), under SRSWOR or systematic sampling.

SRSWOR Systematic sampling

True OLS WLS PS MG OLS WLS PS MG

constant -3380.1 -3437.7 -3799.4 -3528.2 -3509.8 -3268.7 -3934.7 -3525.4 -3513.5
(985.8) (1592.3) (902.3) (897.9) (846.1) (1526.2) (790.5) (787.3)

gestage 169.9 162.2 180.8 172.8 172.6 155.3 183.6 170.8 170.8
(29.7) (44.7) (26.6) (26.5) (27.5) (44.0) (25.3) (25.2)

Mean 3057.4 2708.0 3050.7 3018.5 3028.6 2614.2 3021.9 2946.5 2958.5
birthw. (214.8) (226.4) (188.1) (187.3) (227.8) (252.7) (210.3) (209.6)

(WLS) estimator of the regression with weights taken as the sampling weights.
This WLS estimator is the solution of the survey weighted sample estimating
equation obtained from the pseudo-likelihood, see [1].

Table 1 reports the results using either SRSWOR or systematic sampling
within each stratum. These results show the severe underestimation of the
population mean by the OLS estimators that ignore the informative selection.
They also underestimate the regression slope. WLS displays substantial bias
for the two regression parameters (unlike for the population mean) and gets
pretty large std. errors in all cases. PS is less biased and more efficient than
OLS and WLS for the regression slope. It also reduces the bias and the std.
error of the OLS estimator of the population mean. Finally, we can see the
further reduction in bias and std. error of MG method (which accounts for
dependency in the selections), compared to PS method for all the parameters.

7 Discussion

When the population characteristics of interest follow a given model, the ran-
dom mechanism used to draw the sample might change the distribution for the
selected units. If the sample size is fixed a priori, the random mechanism is a
multivariate probability distribution. Using a family of copulas to model this
multivariate distribution, we showed how to make inference on the parameters
of the assumed model for the population units or making predictions. This is
done by: 1) modeling the inclusion probabilities in terms of the sample out-
comes and values of the available covariates; 2) adjusting the likelihood of the
sample to account for informative sampling using the fitted parameters in the
model for the inclusion probabilities. In our examples, the resulting selection
likelihood turns out to be a mixture of likelihoods. The Supplementary ma-
terial gives the steps of the EM algorithm that provides ML estimates of the
model parameters and the mixing probability.

We have considered general fixed sample size designs, but the procedure has
been illustrated using the FGM family of copulas, which are suitable for weakly
dependent selections. We have considered this copula as an approximation
for common sampling designs that typically exhibit weak dependence. The
selection likelihood based on this copula is correct if the probability of the
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sample is (at least asymptotically) equal to the given copula. In other cases,
we cannot ensure that the selection likelihood is correct and hence that the
adjusted ML estimators are optimal. In the case of highly dependent selections,
a copula family covering ranges of stronger dependency should provide larger
bias and efficiency gains. Results obtained in this paper can be extended to
other copula families representing the selection mechanism. Some results may
be also extended to the case of dependent outcomes within clusters, following
a nested error model with random cluster effects similarly as in [14].

A Bayesian procedure is appealing here given that the selection likelihood
is obtained using Bayes Theorem. We leave this alternative approach for future
work. Finally, methods for inference under informative sampling might have
value in applications with data from non-probability samples such as web
panels, online surveys or social networks data, where the propensity of being
part of the sample often depends on the outcome of interest.
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